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Module 8
Learning Guide
Sharing with Secular Sceptics
Before you start...





Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle)
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
Come ready to share how your evangelism challenge went from the previous module
If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your testimony and/or share about evangelism
with your chosen social group

1. INTRODUCTION
Have you noticed that many Aussies seem relatively closed to anything “religious”? It’s said that our
national religion is apathea—neither theism, nor atheism, many Australians are simply living for the good
life now, apathetic about fully committing to any belief about God. In this module, then, we consider how
to share the gospel with secular sceptics. What are their questions, and how can we connect?
In session one we’ll engage in some basic apologetics, sharpening up in giving a reason for the hope we
have within (1 Peter 3:15). Any time you point people to Jesus in a culture like ours, questions and
objections are sure to come—so we need to be prepared.
In session two we’ll debrief the readings, as well as the weekly staples: share your testimony, offer some
tips, pray for friends, and reflect on the challenge. Then, in session three, we will consider how to construct
an evangelistic message aimed at seculars. We’ll also consider the role of public preaching and campaigns
in today’s climate.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Grow in skills and wisdom responding to common questions and objections of the Christian faith
2. Learn how to prepare an evangelistic message for secular sceptics
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, the student shall be expected to respond to common objections to Christian
faith, and structure an evangelistic message that connects with the average Aussie secularist.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm)
6:15 Caught Out: Quick Answers to Tough Questions (50 minutes)
7:10 Testimony/Tips/Prayer/Challenge | Debrief Readings (45 minutes)
8:05 Leading Seculars to Christ: Evangelistic Preaching (50 minutes)
8:55 Assign students next module + Challenge + Lord’s Prayer (5 minutes)
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2. CAUGHT OUT: QUICK ANSWERS TO TOUGH QUESTIONS

Resource 8.1
For this session, especially *class activity 8.1*, you’ll need to download the “Caught Out: Quick
Answers to Tough Questions_Logos.pdf” from Moodle, Module 8, Extra Resources, here. You can
watch the video and download extra related video resources here.
Logos ministry has a number of videos, supported by manuscripts and discussion guides, addressing
apologetics questions here. Additionally, Malyon Traverse have complete apologetics and worldview
courses freely available online. I’ve also uploaded a bunch of apologetics talks and mp3s and research
from over the years, available here.
For a helpful snapshot of the 10 top “belief blockers” in Australia, compare the 2011 “Australian
Communities Report” here with the 2017 “Faith and Belief” Infographic and Report; also see the
McCrindle research on church and culture here and on Moodle here. Olive Tree Media put together a
series called “Towards Belief” in response, well worth watching.
Following are some of the more helpful apologetics web-sites:
Wondering Fair.com - unveiling the unknown God
Centre for Public Christianity (Australian based content)
One Minute Apologist
Veritas Forum - excellent university content
Stand To Reason (STR—Greg Koukl—clear thinking)
Reasonable Faith (William Lane Craig) + Lee Strobel apologetics videos
Discovery Institute and Centre for Science and Culture, ISCAST, BioLogos,
and Creation Ministries International (variety of views on science–faith)
RZIM - Ravi Zacharias International Ministries +
Oxford Centre for Christian Apologetics (OCCA)
There are dozens of books to recommend, but to keep it simple, start with these books, which are
also best for giving away to sceptical friends:
Dickson, John P. A Doubter's Guide to Jesus: An Introduction to the Man from Nazareth for Believers
and Skeptics. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2018.
Dickson, John P. Life of Jesus: Who He Is and Why He Matters. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2010.
Keller, Timothy. Making Sense of God: Finding God in the Modern World. New York: Penguin, 2018.
Keller, Timothy J. The Reason for God: Belief in an Age of Skepticism. New York: Dutton, 2008.
Lennox, John C. God's Undertaker: Has Science Buried God? Oxford: Lion, 2009.
Lewis, C. S. Mere Christianity. London: Collins, 2012.
Strobel, Lee. The Case for Christ: A Journalist's Personal Investigation of the Evidence for Jesus. Grand
Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2001.
Strobel, Lee. The Case for Faith: A Journalist Investigates the Toughest Objections to Christianity.
Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2004.
Williams, Roy Thomas. God, Actually: Why God Probably Exists, Why Jesus Was Probably Divine, and
Why the 'Rational' Objections to Religion Are Unconvincing. Sydney: ABC Books for the Australian
Broadcasting Corp, 2008. [Written for the Australian context—minimalist, but persuasive.]
Wright, N. T. Simply Christian. London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 2011.
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Also, for four books shifting your approach in apologetics from answer-giving to question asking, see:
Boa, Kenneth, and Larry Moody. I'm Glad You Asked.
Colorado Springs, Colo: Victor Books, 2005.
Cawley, Luke. The Myth of the Non-Christian: Engaging Atheists, Nominal
Christians and the Spiritual but Not Religious. Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2016.
Geisler, Norman L., and David Geisler. Conversational Evangelism.
Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 2009.
Newman, Randy. Questioning Evangelism: Engaging People's Hearts
the Way Jesus Did. Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Publications, 2004.
As for clearing up the “confusion” over how apologetics and evangelism relate, see here.

2.1

First Thoughts (1 Peter 3:15-16, Colossians 4:5-6, and 2 Corinthians 10:5)

Tough questions always come when least expected. They put you on the spot. They make you sweat over
your intellectual, ethical, and emotional responses to pressing problems that you know are important—
wars, poverty, humanity’s origin, God’s existence, globalization, climate change, other religions, eternal
destiny—just you planned to think out a well-reasoned response over a smooth latté when spare time
presented. Sadly, the time never came, and so here you are again, unsure and uncomfortable.
Maybe I’m speaking for you. I’m certainly speaking for myself! As a Christian apologist—that is, one
defending and commending the Christian faith as plausible—I’ve often found myself sweating it over a
tough question or three coming from left-field, usually while in front of a senior high class, all the while
trying to point people to Jesus.
It’s out of these experiences that the “Caught Out” materials were put together. When hit with a really
difficult question, what could you say? Whether you’ve got too much to say and don’t know where to start,
or you have nothing to say and want to run and hide—and even if you aren’t a Christian and just want to
make sense of what life is really about—then this session is for you.
A group of us (Logos) set about finding the biggest sticking points to believing in Christianity and following
Jesus, as held by average Aussies outside the church. After 600 surveys and nearly 50 interviews, we came
up with the top 10 questions and objections (cf. belief blockers from Mccrindle). The questions covered are
1.

Hypocrisy—In our survey, one of the issues that often came up was the blatant hypocrisy of many Christians.
This troubling issue was perhaps best summarized by the Hindu and Indian revolutionary Mahatma Gandhi
who famously said “I like your Christ, [but] I do not like your Christians. Your Christians are so unlike your
Christ.” (cf. behaviour blockers from Mccrindle)
2. God—You cannot prove that God is really there or true, because the only things we can know are material
things, the things we can touch or see.
3. Suffering—If God is good and powerful, why is the world so bad? I won’t believe in a God who allows
suffering. Maybe God exists. Maybe not. But if he does, he can’t be trusted.
4. Science—Hasn’t science proved that the Bible is wrong?
5. Pluralism—So much damage has been done by religions arrogantly claiming they have the truth. There can’t
just be one true religion, only one way. How can you make that claim when all roads could lead to God?
6. Unnecessary—Why should I follow Jesus? I lead a good life, I am kind to people and try to be good.
I don’t need God in my life. I am doing fine the way I am.
7. Irrelevant—Christianity is outdated and irrelevant.
8. Bible—How can I believe the Bible is God’s Word?
9. Prayer—Christians are always talking about how much God loves us, but when I was in trouble and I prayed
to God for help, nothing happened. How can I trust in a God who doesn’t care about me enough to answer
my prayers?
10. Freedom—Why should I believe in a God who condemns almost everything I do?
All those rules put you in a strait-jacket and restrict your freedom.
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From there, each member of the Logos team took on two questions, aiming for a quick response of around
three minutes. Why three minutes? Because we live in a fast-paced and noisy culture, where people are
long on options but short on attention span. Nobody likes to be lectured to, so we’ve opted for a quick
answer. The real gain, though, is for you to take our monologues, personalize them, and use them to start
an ongoing dialogue with anyone open to search out questions of origins, meaning, morality, and destiny.
Then, we presented just five of our responses, each followed by some remarks from various members of
the panel. The pdf download from Moodle offers you a small group discussion guide to take you through
all ten questions. You can watch live responses for five of the questions on the video available at the
Traverse web-site (http://traverse.org.au/resources/apologetics/logos/caught-out/).
After some introductory discussion, we’ll work through class activity 8.1. Use these materials to help you
put together your own response, so you’re ready to give a reason for the hope within, next time you’re
asked (1 Peter 3:15). You might even want to do your own survey of friends and family to find their barriers
to belief, and come up with your own answers—this is set as the challenge for this module.
Okay, that’s enough prefacing from me! Have fun. And God bless as you continue pointing people to Jesus,
“the true light who enlightens everyone” (John 1:9).

 Share a time you’ve been “caught out” by a tough question, while talking with a friend about what you
believe. How confident are you to talk about your beliefs with another, and respond to their objections?
 What are some keys you’ve found to moving from a monologue which turns the other person off, to a
real dialogue with give and take, while discussing issues of origins, meaning, morality, and destiny?
 Talk about ultimate beliefs is almost taboo in Australian culture.
Any tips for getting this kind of a dialogue going in the first place?
 All of these issues we’ve discussed are complex and personal, with little agreement held by any two
belief systems. Is it arrogant and intolerant to even attempt an answer? How does our admission of
limitations and bias reframe the discussion? In giving an answer, what are you hoping to achieve?
 What makes for a good answer? How do you know—or can you know—if it is true?
 Augustine once said, “I believe in order to understand.” Where else in life, besides “religious knowing,”
do we need to trust before we can truly know? What role, then, do reason and evidence play in our search
for satisfying answers? Does the offering of “evidence” undermine “faith”?
 “Knowing” goes beyond our minds—it involves our will and emotions too.”
How should this affect the what and how of dialoguing about our beliefs?
 What are your biggest sticking points to more fully believing Christianity and following Jesus?
 Do you need to have all the answers to justify trusting in Jesus? What other kinds of “reasons” warrant
your faith, even when you don’t have solid logic or evidence? What matters more than good answers?
 Read Jesus dialoguing with some who stood against Him, in Luke 20:20-26.
What role can good questions play, rather than always looking to have “the answer”?
 What role does prayer and reliance on the Holy Spirit play in dialogue?
(Cf. Read Luke 12:11-12, 21:12-15, John 6:44, and Acts 6:8-10.)
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Class Activity 8.1 (40 minutes)
☼ Before you get into the particular questions below, spend some time seeking God’s heart for those who
don’t know Him, and pray that God would draw those friends and family with whom you want to share,
that they might have open hearts to respond (John 6:44).
Pray also that God’s Spirit may gift you like Stephen, “full of grace and power . . . they could not
withstand the wisdom and the Spirit with which he was speaking” (Acts 6:8, 10).
#1. Each write 2 post-it notes containing major objections you commonly hear to the gospel. Then, place
your notes on the most appropriate section of the 5 circles from “The Big Story” approach to sharing the
gospel. (6:25-6:30) N.b. You might like to practice sharing the big story in pairs, before placing questions.
#2. Students will be broken into 5 groups, and can choose one of the 5 circles … together we read out all
the questions/objections to Christianity attached to your particular circle, and then their group chooses
the one they want to address. (6:30-6:35)
#3. Each group has 15 minutes to put together a 1-2 minute basic response to the question. (You may
find the 10 answers in the “Caught Out: Quick Answers to Tough Questions” booklet helpful.) (6:35-6:50)
#4. Each group takes 2 minutes maximum to share their response. (6:50-7:05)
For each question, here’s a good way to go:
(1) Share the question with the group, and get each person’s initial response.
What would you say if put on the spot?
(2) Watch an associated “Caught Out” clip (or read the 1 page response in the pdf) to get a feel for
how we approached it.
(3) From our response, what made best sense to you? What made the least sense?
Was anything missing? How would you respond differently? What questions could you ask to
move from a monologue to a dialogue? … The extra questions and notes in the booklet below the
quick answer may be helpful also.
(4) The last challenge is to write out and/or practice giving your own response. Start with the key
dot-points in order: you’re aiming to engage the emotions, mind, and will, and may find a story
the best way to capture and make your points. … Remember, the key qualities of a good answer
are four: first, a good answer is consistent—it doesn’t contradict itself; second, a good answer is
complete—it explains what we know of the universe, and what we know of ourselves; third, a
good answer corresponds—that is, it connects to the real world and can be tested; fourth, a
good answer is liveable—you can put it into practice and it brings greater clarity and freedom.
It should be relevant to whoever you’re talking with. Showcase truth, goodness, & beauty.

Reflection Activities 8.1-8.2
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes in the unit guide.
#8.1 Think of a time you’ve been “caught out” by a tough question, while talking with a friend about
what you believe. How confident are you to talk about your beliefs with another, and respond to their
objections? And what role do you see apologetics playing in your (pre-)evangelistic efforts?
#8.2 What is the most common question you get asked (or challenge you get posed) as you point people
to Jesus? Using either this objection, or another covered in the “Caught Out” booklet, compose a 1-3
minute response (~150-400 word response).
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2.2

Sample Response from Dave, on the issue of SUFFERING (video 25:02-31:35)

The challenge:
“If God is good and powerful, why is the world so bad?”
I won’t believe in a God who allows suffering.
Maybe God exists. Maybe not. But if he does, he/she/it can’t be trusted.”
The response:
“This challenge gets to the heart of all our lives. We’ve all been touched by tragedy. Car crashes, family
breakdown, bankruptcy, sickness, death. In the face of all this suffering, there’s something deep within that
knows ‘This is not the way the world is supposed to be’. But how do we explain this?
Suffering poses a problem for everyone. Take two examples. In Hinduism, your suffering is bad karma
working its way out in the present reincarnation—it’s justice. And in Atheism, humanity only exists because
we outlasted the opposition—only the strongest deserve to survive. In most belief systems, suffering is the
way the world is supposed to be. It may not be our preference, but on what basis can we judge it as ‘wrong’
or ‘evil,’ or say we should help the hurting? The fact that we all believe some things to be evil, and suffering
to be bad, suggests that there must be some ultimate standard of good and evil. And to speak of an
ultimate standard is to speak of God. If anything, suffering is evidence for God.
Now, it’s easy to say that God should have made a world without suffering. But what would it take?
I suffered a broken neck back in 1998. I could blame God for it, but ultimately the pain came from my poor
choices plus natural laws like gravity.
God could step in every time and re-arrange the universe for a soft landing, but then would we really be
free? Without freedom, there can be no love. And love is the greatest thing of all. God has geared this life
so you can accept or reject His love. But He won’t force His love on anyone. A world without suffering is a
world of mindless, loveless robots.
God made us to love him, love each other, and lovingly care for this world. Instead, we’ve each despised
God, abused each other, and vandalized our planet. In a world designed for relationship, our choices affect
others. Good and evil run through every heart, and the blood of the world is on every hand. Blaming God
for this is to miss our personal responsibility.
Christianity makes sense of why your suffering is not the way it’s supposed to be. We’re in a good world
gone bad. But to speak of ‘God-and-suffering’ is to miss the heart of our story, for God entered the story to
set things right. The problem looks radically different when we speak of ‘God-in-Jesus-and-suffering.’
Did Jesus sit idly by and watch our pain? He healed the sick, set captives free, and comforted those grieving.
In my experience, He’s still doing this today. When we’re in pain, smart answers don’t help. We need a
wounded healer to stay by our side. As I was paralysed, I pictured Jesus immobilized on a cross. I’d sinned.
He hadn’t. He picked up the tab for all our sin that causes so much suffering. He is the God with scars. So
God suffers too. He enters into this mystery. Even more, He defeats death and grounds my hope that one
day He will resurrect the whole cosmos and us with it to a world without suffering—no more tears, no
more brokenness, just a loving embrace. In this God I can trust. That’s how I make sense of suffering.”
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3. TESTIMONY/TIPS/PRAYER/CHALLENGE | DEBRIEF READINGS

Class Activity 8.2 … “The Staples” – stuff we do each week
Testimony: _______________ is sharing their story this session …
Each module one student will share a very brief testimony. A testimony is simply sharing
What your life was like before you accepted Christ + How you came to ask Jesus into your life
+ How life has changed
Reality is, though, most people will switch off after a couple of minutes. Religious jargon turns them off
within a minute. So we’ll do it differently. … All I want you to share is an answer to the question:
“What makes Jesus ‘good news’ for me?”
Keep it under 250 words (preferably written out), and focus on a HINGE to your story …1
“I was striving . . . but now I’m grateful.”
“I was self-destructive . . . but now I’m healthy.”
“Guilty . . . but now liberated.”
“Fear-stricken . . . but now confident.”
“Despairing . . . but now hopeful.”
… See Bill Hybels, Walk Across the Room, p126
Your story then becomes a tie in to the BIG STORY: Designed for good  Damaged by evil
 Restored for better  Sent together to Heal  God sets everything right

Tips: ______________ is sharing this session about evangelism with _______________
Each module, one student will share for a few minutes some tips for reaching a particular demographic
(e.g. skaters, business-people, bikies, teachers, lesbians, work-at-home mums, athletes, etc.).
❖ Describe the Group and your involvement with them
❖ Tell one story from your own experience with this group, out of which you answer:
o What are the key traits of this group that affect how they hear/receive the gospel?
o What shouldn’t you do in witnessing to this group?
o What should you do, that you’ve found helpful in sharing with them?
o What actions help to demonstrate the gospel of the Kingdom for this group?
o Any other thoughts or illustrations?
❖ At the end of this, one other student will pray for God’s empowerment on you as a witness

Prayer:
Who has God laid on your heart to see come to faith? Across this course, we’ll pray in pairs that God
would draw this person to Himself, and use you in the process. Pray as you feel led.

Challenge: Last module = “Invitational Evangelism”
Most modules I will set a CHALLENGE for us each to try before the next class. Like *show and tell* when
you were at primary school (surely your favourite activity!), this segment is a chance to share a story or
two of how it went, living it out. You may also have an experience to celebrate or reflect on concerning
evangelism, that’s worth bringing to the rest of the class to debrief.

1

Here’s my attempt: “Jesus is good news to me because I’m an annoying “why” kinda’ guy. Ever since I was a kid, I
loved to ask why, and wanted to make sense of why the world is the way it is. My dad came to faith through facing the
toughest questions (origins, meaning, morality, destiny), and so he encouraged me to think. The more questions of
the Bible, and Jesus that I asked, the more it made sense. But it wasn’t until I was 21 and had a spinal injury, becoming
virtually quadriplegic, that I found this belief move from head to heart. As I prayed, God was closer than my wife’s
hugs, and spoke through a friend that within 10 days I would be able to walk again. Against medical predictions, this
happened exactly on the 10th day. If any worldview is true, it should at least make sense of science and love—the way
the world is, and the heart of our existence. In Jesus I’ve met and experienced the Creator and logic that makes the
universe hang together, and I’ve found a personal God who steps into my brokenness and deals with my issues in love,
paying for my wrongs. Logic, Love … Jesus ties these two together and offers the way, the truth, and the life, making
sense and meaning out of an otherwise confusing and empty existence.”
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Class Activity 8.3 – Readings Debrief
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be picked to share on one of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our evangelistic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion. The aim is to ground the readings and apply
them to one’s life in general and ministry context in particular. This is the ideal time to bring up whatever
is confusing, or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy!
N.B. For modules 1-10, I’ve set up a FORUM (cf. assessment requirement 1) to outline your two hours
of outreach each week, and a question raised + lesson learned from the experience. This is a great tie
in point for distance students, to feel part of the class. Take the time to comment on what others post,
and let’s get the conversation going. Some great ideas may flow from this kind of dialogue.
To help you process the readings, the following questions and thoughts are what strike me.
How would you answer these kinds of questions?

SE, “Evangelism in the Context of Secularization,” 46-54
 In the secular society, what is the difference between “facts” and “beliefs”? How does this clash with the
Biblical Gospel, and what should be our attitude and approach to evangelising in this context?
 shared life, actions, and words that interpret these actions

Tim Keller, “Deconstructing Defeater Beliefs” (9pp)
 What are some of the “defeater beliefs” that make Christianity seem implausible today?
 On the topic of Christianity being exclusive yet society being pluralistic and preferring to allow for many
paths to God, what key points would you make in the “sandwich approach to sharing the gospel”? … i.e.,
(1) The attractive gospel: brief gospel connected to baseline narratives
(2) Why Christianity can be true: dismantling doubts and defeaters
(Remember, state these defeaters in the strongest possible way)
(3) The Biblical story of the gospel: a more thorough telling

Lon Allison and Mark Anderson, Going Public with the Gospel, 38-63, 81-84
 The authors suggest that a major reason why the church is declining all over the
western world is because it has failed to “go public.” What do they mean, and do
you agree? What difference might it make to “go public”?
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4. LEADING SECULARS TO CHRIST: EVANGELISTIC PREACHING

Resource 8.2
In this session, we construct an evangelistic talk with an apologetics edge for a sceptical audience. In
this process, it’s incredibly helpful to draw from models of best practice. Here are two:
(1) Dan Paterson is a Malyon College graduate who also completed study with the Oxford Centre for Christian
Apologetics (OCCA). Subsequently, Dan has been employed as the first Australian representative of Ravi
Zacharias International Ministries (RZIM). Besides Dan’s evangelistic preaching through Ashgrove Baptist
Church (see here, e.g., here), and his posts on the Traverse blog (here), this means that Dan is regularly on
the road presenting pre-evangelistic apologetics talks at schools, universities, and public events (e.g., here,
here, here, and here for tips to share your faith online and through worldview surveys). Well worth
listening to is Dan’s session (mp3; manuscript) from the 2017 “Re-Evangelise” event where he charted a
path for “Speaking to the Secular: What does Christianity offer a post-Christian person?”
(2) Sam Chan (Blog here) works for Aussie outreach group, City Bible Forum (profile here as part of their
Sydney team). As a medical doctor, bi-cultural citizen with Asian heritage, and a
theological PhD in the area of speech act theory in the theology of preaching, Sam
comes with a unique perspective on evangelism in the Australian context. His recent
book, Evangelism in a Skeptical World: How to Make the Unbelievable News About
Jesus More Believable (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2018; summary + review), does a
brilliant job guiding contextualisation in our challenging setting, while keeping biblical
faithfulness front and centre. (See 30 minute vlog/mp3 interview here for a snapshot.)
In particular, check out Ch. 3 (“How to Craft a Gospel Presentation,” pp. 63-100), Ch. 7
(“Storytelling the Gospel,” pp. 173-186), Ch. 8 (“How to Give Evangelistic Topical Talks,”
pp. 187-212), Ch. 9 (“How to Give Evangelistic Expository Talks,” pp. 213-240), and—of
particular relevance in this module on giving a winsome defense of the faith—Ch. 10 (“Religious
Epistemology, Apologetics, and Defeater Beliefs,” pp. 241-278). The DVD study guide is also excellent
(trailer here), with a sample 25 minute session on Ch. 7 “Storytelling the Gospel” here, and a snippet of his
training here. For a taster of Sam’s talks, see “EXTRA Ordinary Success—Ecclesiastes series” here, and
“What is the Key to Life” mp3 here.

As a model of evangelistic preaching aimed at seculars—with an apologetic edge—check out Moodle,
Module 8, Extra Resources, for transcripts of the following Logos talks:
“Jesus: A Woman’s Friend or Foe” here
“Many Paths, One Door” here

Other talks that might be similarly helpful as a model include
“God’s Two Hands: Making Sense of Divine Violence” here
“Sent: Is Christian Mission Good for the World?” here
“Afterlife: Christian Hope in the Face of Death” here
“Diablo: An Examination of Evil” here
“Sign of the Cook” (#4): evangelistic message for public outreach here

Why does public proclamation matter? Check out these sources:
Billy Graham’s autobiography, Just As I Am (2007) here, youtube here
Lon Allison and Mark Anderson’s book, Going Public with
the Gospel: Reviving Evangelistic Proclamation (2003)
John Piper’s preaching on evangelism here

For models of evangelistic/apologetic writing to engage seculars in the public square, see:
WonderingFair.com here (Dave B’s posts here)
From Centre for Public Christianity, see Simon Smart, Justine Toh, and John Dickson
Dan Paterson’s Traverse blog posts here + Justin Brierley’s “Unbelievable” podcast
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For more on connecting with our secular culture, see Moodle, Module 8, Optional Reading:
“Calvert2010 Secularity Dogma Meets Diversity In Europe” pdf
“Herbst2010 WitnessSecularCulture” pdf
LOP 8 “Christian Witness to Secularised People” here
Also, watch the movie “Blue Like Jazz” based on Donald Miller’s experience in College

In a “tolerant” age defined by lack of certainty & pluralistic tensions, is it legitimate to evangelise? See
ABC article: "Prostelytising for Humanism: Just How Irreligious are these Atheists?" here
Elmer Thiessen’s book, The Ethics of Evangelism: A Philosophical Defense of Proselytizing and
Persuasion (2011) here … 54 pages of this book are under Moodle, Mod 8, optional, as pdf

4.1

First Thoughts

This session is built around the theme of “public proclamation of the gospel”. Think crusades, rallies, open
air preaching, beach missions, youth alive concerts, and more. What are your thoughts and experiences?
In pairs, share a good and bad experience of public proclamation. What made the difference?
In today’s culture, what works and what doesn’t work in public proclamation?
What changes to approach are most appropriate in light of cultural shifts?
In your experience, what are crucial ingredients in evangelistic preaching that reaches seculars?
Describe the approach of someone you know who communicates well for the Aussie scene.

4.2

Speaking Their Language: Crafting an Evangelistic Message for Seculars

Class Activity 8.4 (40 minutes)
In this activity you’ll work in groups of 3-4 students to structure an evangelistic message for secular
sceptics. Picture you’ve been invited to speak on the last night of a community-wide outreach. (You
choose the demographic—this is part of the imaginative background to the task.) You’ve got 15 minutes
to speak, and they really want it to be plausible, credible and relevant. That is, this crowd is sceptical of
the church, and cautious to trust this mysterious historical figure of Jesus. You need to show that the
gospel is possible, trustworthy, and will make a difference in their lives. What will you share?
Work through these steps below:
#1. Determine who is your primary audience/demographic, and what is the hinge issue (love, meaning, trust,
purpose, truth, freedom, hope?) you want to centre your talk on (8:20-8:25)
#2. Use Keller’s three-fold structure for deconstructing defeater beliefs to plan your talk:
(1) The attractive gospel: brief gospel connected to baseline narratives
(2) Why Christianity can be true: dismantling doubts and defeaters
(Remember, state these defeaters in the strongest possible way)
(3) The Biblical story of the gospel: a more thorough telling
What is your key point for each section? Align this with a story that can carry the point. (8:25-8:35)
#3. Condense this talk into a one paragraph synopsis that you could send through to the outreach organiser,
so they know how to set the scene before you speak (8:35-8:40)
#4. Each group is to share the setting and talk idea with the class (perhaps just reading this one paragraph
statement from #3 above), taking 2 minutes each (8:40-8:55)
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Reflection Activities 8.3-8.4 [Distance Students only]
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes in the unit guide.
#8.3 Work through class activity 8.4 above. First, who is your audience and what is the hinge issue?
Record your 3 key points and accompanying story using Keller’s message structure
#8.4 Write a one paragraph synopsis of this talk. If you were attending the talk,
what would and wouldn’t connect with you? Evaluate your own idea.

4.3

An Example of Apologetic Writing

Following is a piece I wrote for the blog WonderingFair.com. As Matt Gray explains here, apologetics at its
best is less about defending an intellectual stance, and more about calling people to the life of freedom in
Christ. In this piece below, I’m addressing the objection feminists may have to following a male Saviour, and
more particularly the oppression of women at the hands of the Church across history. My aim is to (a) draw
the reader in with a story to which they can relate; (b) express their objections to Christianity with as much
power and poignancy as they would; (c) address the objection to show it need not block their move toward
Christ; (d) reframe their objection to show that their deepest desires are met in Christ and His gospel. Read
on, and judge how I went. Perhaps you could use this as a model for your own evangelistic message.

God on the Dance Floor
Ballroom dancing must be the western culture’s last bastion of patriarchy. A few months ago Nikki
(my wife) and I ticked off our to-do-list by taking up dancing. Like most modern couples, we
struggle to find time together. Dance was meant to solve all that: intimacy, music, and romance.
But it’s all gone strangely awry. You see, Carol—my female instructor—turned out to be a
chauvinist. “Males always lead; the woman’s role is to follow,” she informed. The guy next to me
nervously looked at his partner. I snickered. Sexist men of the world, your safe haven is in a dance
hall near you! Then again, perhaps another bastion of patriarchy remains …
How about the church? In the eyes of many, Christianity is as
patriarchal as it gets, where men dominate and women are subordinate.
How backward! How countercultural! “How could it be otherwise?”
some wonder, as from the top down, Christianity is a family business:
a Heavenly Dad calls the shots, and directs his Son to save the world in
the power of some mysterious Spirit! So not only do Christians hold to
this bizarre notion of a three-in-one God, but this Trinity appears
patriarchal, hierarchical, and monarchical right to the core. No wonder
so many feminists have preferred to walk out the door. In the words of
one woman, “Christianity is a masculinist religion and irreformable.…
The question for many women is whether they can be Christians.”[1]
The church certainly has a lot to answer for when it comes to (mis)treatment of women. But my
dance experience has got me wondering if such critiques have made a mis-step when it comes to
this Triune God. Watch a novice like me, and you’ll see some ugly leading. Skill is short, and so are
cues, so I push and pull and occasionally step on Nik’s feet. But when I watch Carol and her
partner, it’s so fluid. There’s rhythm and poise, and I can’t tell where the leading ends and the
following begins. “Subordination” is never a word I’d use to describe their dancing. Instead,
“grace” comes to mind. Each works to make the other look good; each moves in beat to a higher
rhythm. Thinking on the Trinity, then, what word best describes the motions of Father, Son, and
Spirit across time? How about an old Greek word, “perichoresis.”
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When Basil and his Cappadocian brothers framed the Trinity way back in the fourth century, they
chose this word. Meaning? It means to dance around. Perichoresis means that three distinct persons
are in such an interpenetrating dance that three become one: echad—to borrow a Hebrew noun—
a composite unity, where each blends into the other with no beginning or end. (Think of when the
multiple members of your favourite sports team work as one.) Each member moves to glorify the
others—to highlight their true beauty and prowess. And what is the higher rhythm of this dance?
It’s mutual submission to the beat of love.
Look around. Western culture is fixated on freedom. But we want it without strings attached. I, Me,
My, Mine. We seize power, and seek independence—
so screw anyone who gets in the way or holds me back.
In this mindset, feminists like Betty Friedan have painted
any type of submission—such as a female dancer to her
lead—as dehumanizing. Women like Carol who dance to
these rhythms are not “fully human.”[2]
The Trinity, however, suggests another way. It reveals
that at the heart of the universe is a relationship. We are
built for community. Radical independence only leaves us
lonely. But mutual submission—of men to women, and
women to men—is the path to life. And far from
oppressing, this triune God has suffered on our behalf
through Jesus, to throw open this divine dance for all to
participate. And this God, who is essentially Spirit,
transcends all gendered metaphors, longing to embrace us
as a mother does her children. If we are willing, that is.
Freedom always comes in a form. And what is the form in which we are most free? It’s love. To
quote Jürgen Moltmann, “God is love. That means God is self-giving. It means he exists for us: on
the cross… Through the concept of perichoresis, all subordinationism is avoided… Here the three
Persons are equal; they live and are manifested in one another and through one another.”[3]
So, this coming Wednesday you’ll find me back in the dance hall. And this coming Sunday, you’ll
find me worshipping this three-in-one God. Why? Because the longer I dance, and the longer I sing,
the more convinced I am that God’s dancing around in love is the only foundation for what we all
want: a truly humane community of men and women moving together in inter-dependent freedom.
Dave Benson
[1] Daphne Hampson, The Independent, 13th Nov. 1992, cited by Rosie Nixson in Liberating the
Gospel for Women, Grove Evangelism Series No. 28 (Bramcote, Nottingham: Grove Books Ltd,
1994), p3.
[2] Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York: Bantam, 1972), 77.
[3] Jürgen Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom of God, trans. Margaret Kohl (London: SCM),
83, 176.
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For next module, the two students sharing will be:
TESTIMONY: ________________ TIPS: ______________ Demographic: ____________________

Preparation for Next Week …
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide pp7-8 … Post to the forum and come prepared to share …
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our evangelistic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your TESTIMONY and/or TIPS for outreach.


CHALLENGE for the Forum Activity Module 8
The CHALLENGE for this week is apologetic surveys. Under Moodle, Module 8, Extra Resources
(last 2 uploads here and here), you’ll find both a participant version (minimal details for official
use) and a Malyon Version (with more directions for how to link the questions together).
Feel free to construct your own. The task is this: (a) Survey *2-5* non-Christians (whether friends
who you haven’t yet hassled in this course, or randoms e.g., in a park) and record their responses;
(b) Report back to the class. We’ll informally collate the data next module. … Be sure to pray
before heading out and surveying, and don’t do a bait and switch. Just the qns! … And if you’re
worried about all of this, watch Dan Paterson below explain how to conduct a worldview survey.
Post to the FORUM (cf. assessment requirement 1) under Module 8 on Moodle to outline
your two hours of outreach each week, and a question raised
+ lesson learned from the experience.
Remember, you should bounce off one of the recommended readings in your response.
You should have processed these readings prior to completing this module.

Put your response on the Moodle Forum
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Let’s close by reciting the Lord’s Prayer together:

Our Father who is in Heaven,
Holy is Your Name.
Your Kingdom come, Your will be done
On Earth as it is in Heaven
Give us this day our daily bread,
And forgive us our trespasses,
As we forgive those who trespass against us.
And lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
For Yours is the Kingdom, the power, and the glory
For ever and ever, Amen.

Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
There can be a lot of pressure to have the right answers.
Having spent this module equipping you to respond, and speak wisely with seculars, I don’t want to
undercut the work we’ve done. And yet, nor do I want you to clam up because you can’t recite the
kalam cosmological argument. (Or because you have no idea what this is!)
There’s an important tension in apologetics. On one side, it’s true that like Paul we should seek to be
all things to all people that some may be saved. When speaking to the Areopagus in Acts 17, Paul
adopts the style and arguments of a Greek philosopher. And this is appropriate. You need to consider
what your conversation partner’s particular questions and objections are. Is the question of suffering
the big deal? Then do your best to meet them there. If it’s a scientific or historical objection, then
‘faith’ is no excuse for laziness. You may have some research to do.
But, on the other side, apologetics isn’t about having all the answers to everyone’s questions. Nor is it
about some set of disembodied propositions, a one-size-fits-all response. Remember Peter’s
challenge:
“In your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer [apologia] to everyone
who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect,
keeping a clear conscience, so that those who speak maliciously against your good behaviour in Christ
may be ashamed of their slander.” (1 Peter 3:15-16)
Note that this is in the context of persecution. Their faith was *literally* being refined through fire, as
Nero lit up the night sky with a Christian conflagration. Earlier in chapter 3 they’re being commended
to suffer with perseverance, like Christ. So any apologetic they give is in the wider context of a
passionate love that refuses to retaliate.
Also note that the answer you give is the reason for the hope that you have. Not William Lane Craig.
Not Lee Strobel. Not Tim Keller. Not Dan Paterson, Sam Chan or Dave Benson. YOU. What’s your
apologetic? What about Christ and Christianity gives you hope? If it’s a complex argument, then say
so. I suspect, however, that it’s something far more earthy. Like answered prayer when you were in a
bind, or Jesus’ presence while alone. Share this hope, before you go searching for complex arguments
that play little part in your life.
And in all of this, remember that your words must align with the medium of a gentle and respectful
life of love that embraces rather than assaults the Other. So, as you witness to seculars, keep it real,
and be like Christ.
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